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Our editors independently research, test and recommend the best products; You can learn more about our review process here. We may receive a commission on purchases made from our preferred link. The OXO Good Grips Pepper Grinder, Stainless Steel Final Verdict is our top choice because of how easy it is to use. Plus, it features
a rough picker and a clear body so you can see how much pepper is left. If you want a high-end classic aesthetic, try the Zassenhaus Speyer 5.1-Inch Dark Stained Beech Pepper Mill: a German-made grinder whose wood evokes old-world craftsmanship. Freelance food writer Donna Currie is an expert on everything from cookbooks to
cooking gadgets. She is also the author of her own cookbook, Make Ahead Bread, and loves to test her favorite gadgets and kitchen utensils when it came to developing her own recipes. She also has an extensive blog where she details word recipes. by Sara Tane One tool that chefs and home cooks alike rely on for a quick burst of
fragrant, potent flavors is a pepper factory. Any spiced (pun intended) cook will tell you that pre-ground black pepper doesn't even hold a candle for freshly ground pepper. Like other ground spices, it tastes freshest and strongest when ground just before use. It is for this same reason that chefs recommend doing away with pre-ground
spices after six months on the shelf — they lose their delicious taste and potency. When any spices are ground, immediately begin to oxidize, which causes loss of aroma. In other words, newly ground soil has always been the way to go. Although you can buy black pepper in stores packed in disposable grinders, this mechanism is made
of less material and not as strong as a steel or ceramic grinder. You will definitely get your value for money by investing in a reusable grinder versus relying on acrylic versions of grocery stores; Not only do you save a few dollars, but you can control what kind of peppercorn goes into the grinder. A sturdy and reliable pepper factory is an
investment in your kitchen that you should only have to make once —it will give you a freshly ground pepper for life, and you don't have to try the lower pre-ground pepper anymore. However, not all reusable pepper mills are created equal, and it is important to choose a plant that is easy to use and refill and will not clog or give inconsistent
results. How often you will use the plant (hopefully often!), the design is of interest to you, and if the battery-operated option suits your needs all determine which pepper plant is right for you. Happy grind! The pepper factory works by using gravity and sturdy mechanisms that grind pepper. The best pepper mills are made of ceramics or
high carbon steel because they are strong and will not peel into food. Acrylic grinders found in grocery store pepper mills tend to be weaker, more inconsistent, and the opportunity to destroy particles into food. It is important to note that salt mills are only made of ceramics because salt can oxidize and corrosion steel, so do not add salt to
the steel grinder that you might put around. That said, the salt mill is not entirely necessary because the salt tastes the same whether it is pre-ground or newly ground (after all, it is a rock). Peppercorn is completely different and greatly benefits from being newly ground. Since stainless steel products can be subject to corrosion, ceramics is
definitely an ideal material. It will remain sharper ten times longer than a stainless steel blade (ceramic is second to diamond when it comes to sharpness) and you may not need to replace it, while you may need to sharpen stainless steel. When it comes to milling consistency, ceramics produce milling that is slightly less consistent than
steel due to the milling mechanism. In addition to the material grinding mechanism, body materials can also affect the workings of your pepper factory. While it may seem advantageous to have a transparent body (usually plastic or glass) as you can see when you are getting low on peppercorns, you should bear in mind that spices need
to be stored in a cool, dry place. If you keep your clear pepper factory on the kitchen table receiving sunlight, this can cause the pepper to lose its flavor and aroma faster than if it were inside a wooden or opaque body. Pepper mills can be as small as 3 inches to sometimes 24 inches high. Of course, the right size for you depends on the
space you have in your kitchen and where you plan to store the factory. Of course, a pepper factory that is 2 feet tall is more on the impractical side, although it may be a pleasant statement kitchen piece to admire. In the end, the right size for you will also come down to personal preferences. The larger the plant, the more pepper it can
store (which means you replace peppercorn less often), although keep in mind that if they sit too long in the plant, they will lose their freshness. It may sound silly, but holding some factories in your hands and cranking it up is a great way to decide which factory is for you. Some cooks prefer the shape of an hourglass while some may
prefer something more cylindrical. Grinding pepper is a lot about feeling and comfort, so if its size doesn't work with you, it won't feel right. While all pepper mills rely on gravity and grinders to grind pepper, the way you refill pepper differs depending on the plant. Some have screw-off tops that require you to remove the head to refill the
body with pepper. In other models, there may be parachutes that to the side, allowing you to recharge without completely disassemble the head of the body. Some factories have their milling mechanism at the top of the plant (so you have to turn it upside down when you go for a pepper grind), and the refilling tool is in bottom, allowing you
to prop the factory upside down and refill like that. Some models offer a dial at the bottom of the factory that allows you to set how roughly you want the pepper to be ground. It gives you the option to sound the pepper so plump that you can feel it between your teeth or so smooth that you can barely see it on your plate. In some models,
you can still adjust roughly; however, the factory may not have a preset knob, so it requires you to play around with the knob at the top of the head and keep grinding until you reach the texture you want. This can require a bit of a learning curve, but with enough practice, you'll understand how to achieve the brute you're looking for. You
can find a pepper factory for less than $10, or you can spend up to $100. A good benchmark for a pepper factory that will last a lifetime is about $40. You want a factory with a sturdy milling mechanism so you don't constantly replace it. Typically, brands such as Peugeot and Fletchers' Mills offer a lifetime guarantee on their milling
mechanisms, so it may be worth choosing a more expensive brand given their warranty program. Anything more expensive than $40 is usually just for aesthetics. Remember, you want something rustic and durable enough to keep up with you on a hot stove or crowded kitchen, but something you can also place on the table without being a
complete eyesore for all your guests. Electric pepper factories can be very divided. Purist Peppercorn might argue that relying on buttons rather than grinding or cranking by hand can take some of the magic out of fresh pepper. In addition, power plants tend to have slower output than if you did it by hand, resulting in inconsistent milling
sizes, and are more prone to damage or need repair. Not to mention, you not only need to refill the pepper, but you need to stay on top of the battery (up to six). They also tend to be a little more noisy than factory manuals. Some electric models have rough settings while others don't, so you may need to play around with them a little
before you start grinding to find the brute you want. Due to its design, the electric model is usually much heavier, which can be a little annoying in the kitchen (especially if you accidentally dropped it). It's not uncommon for electric models to have LED lights at the bottom, which gives you a better idea of how much pepper you've ground.
Many home cooks find this feature un1000, annoying, and straight-up unnecessary. While you can still find cheaper electric models than manuals, it's important to consider these shortcomings. these can be a great tableside option or solution if you want a little easier on your hands and wrists, but mostly, they are not very desirable. This is
another design option that comes down to personal preference, but most home cooks choose a touch of classic knob. Crank could be a little more and produce less pepper per crank. Not only is the round knob more aesthetically pleasing, but it is also much more stable and generally easier to use than a crank. That said, if crank models
feel more comfortable for you, then they are a very practical option. Not only is this the first brand to make a pepper factory, but it is still today one of the most desirable brands in terms of performance and design at the benchmark price point of $40. Known for its clear consistent grinding and sleek yet practical look, this is certainly the
pinnacle of the pepper factory. The pepper factory is also known for removing the most recently ground pepper with the shortest possible work. It is a brand revered for its classic aesthetic and matching silhouettes with pleasant bright colors. This makes the pepper factory available in a variety of sizes and colors that are around the $40
price point. With products ranging from the cheaper end of the spectrum, this is a great budget option. It offers many factories with transparent bodies, if seeing how much pepper you still have left is important. The typical plant also has a grinder at the top of the body, so you do not have to worry about ground pepper collection rings
wherever you put the plant on your table. Like a much-loved kitchen appliance, the pepper factory will get dirty. Get into the occasional habit of wiping the outside with a hot and damp cloth, and if it is extra greasy and dirty, go ahead and rub a little dish soap on it as well. You'll probably grab this with sticky, greasy hands, so stay on top of
the cleansing. If you plan to use colored peppercorns, it is worth throwing some black pepper to the mixture to avoid congestion around the grinder. Never add salt to your stainless steel pepper factory, and be sure to keep moisture away from the grinder (this can cause oxidation and rust). When it comes to refilling the plant with more
pepper, be careful not to fill it to the full as this makes it more difficult for the plant to grind the pepper and can cause jam. As mentioned earlier, it may seem intuitive that you need a salt factory to complement your pepper factory. This is not entirely the case. Pepper mills serve a practical purpose — spices are the most fragrant when they
are freshly ground. Salt, on the other hand, is not a spice, it's a rock. That means that the new mill does not really serve a purpose, because it will feel the same as if it had been milled months earlier. That's why most home cooks prefer to buy ground salt, such as kosher salt, and store it in small bowls or ramekins near their pepper
factory, and season the food by grabbing a pinch of salt from the bowl. Of course, there is no point in getting a pepper factory without buying pepper. Classic black peppercorns are what most home cooks use, but feel free to experiment with green, green, pink, or assortment. Some cooks prefer to set aside trays on their kitchen tables to
keep their pepper factories alive when not in use. While this is more of a design choice, it's a great way to always know where your factory is. Accidental drops may be less likely if tucked in a tray versus open in the kitchen. You can also place salt ramekin or factory on this tray for easy seasoning comfort. Obviously, there are many things
to consider when equipping your kitchen with a new pepper factory. From size to material to rough adjustments to prices, there's a huge range to what's out there on the market. This is one kitchen appliance that maybe you better just spend money on the front, then choose something cheaper and have to keep resharpen or replace.
Before deciding on a factory, definitely try to get your hands on some to see what feels right. In the end, it will be a tool that you will use every time you cook, so you want to be a bonus point that is practical, consistent, comfortable, and extra if stylish. Stylish.
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